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Dear Parents
At the outset, I express my heartfelt gratitude to the parents who have put their faith in us
to educate their children. This brings with it tremendous responsibilities and we assure you
that we are doing our best to live up to your trust in us.
Today, the role of a school is not only to pursue academic excellence but also to motivate
and empower the students to be lifelong learners, critical thinkers, and productive members
of an ever changing global society. Converting every individual into a self-reliant and
Independent citizen, our school provides an amalgam  of scholastic and co-scholastic
activities aligned with 21 st Century life skills as envisioned in the National Education Policy
2020.
The new literary initiative by PIS Amreli which comes in the form of digital magazine titled
‘Qurio’ is a platform for students to showcase their literary talents and imaginative skills.
Students are encouraged to be the explorers and editors. The Volume -1 The Earth and
Beyond ‘ has many students contributing their articles and research work. The theme gives
the students a medium to learn and explore ‘Outer Space’ in a creative way.
I congratulate the Chief Editors- Ms. Surya Santhosh and Ms. Varsha Kumbhar for their
mentorship and guidance to students. Due credit goes to Students’ Editorial team and
Teachers who have made their tremendous contribution to the creation of this digital
wonder.
Hope this endeavour by the students and staff would be an inspiration to many of our
budding writers and innovators in making it better in terms of content and quality in the
ensuing volumes.
Happy Reading !!
Johnson K T
Principal

Principal's Desk
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                            Super-Earth
An exoplanet with a mass almost three times that of Earth was discovered
in 2017 by A. Suárez Mascareño and her team with the HARPS-N
spectrograph on the Telescopio Nazionale Galileo off the coast of Spain.
This "super-Earth" is 21 light-years away and orbits its M dwarf star in only
two weeks. Scientists have their eyes set on these common planet types as
a possibility for life.

Alcohol-spewing comet
In 2015, a team of scientists led by Nicolas Biver
of the Paris Observatory in France reported that

Comet Lovejoy left a trail of ethyl alcohol, the
same thing found in booze. The team found

evidence of 21 organic molecules, including a type
of sugar. Finding organic materials in comets

supports the theory that these celestial objects
could have contained life-creating elements.

Buckyballs
These spherical, hollow carbon molecules
are thought to be the basis of the bands of
light in the Milky Way. They get their name
from 1930s architect Buckminster Fuller.
The buckyballs could also be sources of
organic molecules that are the key as to

how life got started.



Dragonfly is a drone-like rotorcraft that would explore the prebiotic chemistry and
habitability of dozens of sites on Saturn’s moon Titan, an ocean world in our solar
system. Dragonfly will study dozens of promising sites around Saturn’s icy moon

Titan and advance our search for the building blocks of life in the universe.

Dragonfly

The James Webb Space Telescope is a large, infrared-optimized space telescope.
Webb will probe for the "first light" after the Big Bang and find the first galaxies

that formed in the early Universe, connecting the Big Bang to our own Milky Way
Galaxy. Webb will peer through dusty clouds to see stars forming planetary

systems, connecting the Milky Way to our own Solar System and look for the
chemical signatures of extra-terrestrial life

The James Webb
Telescope

Elon Musk aims to build high-speed hyperloop
project



=>   NASA has discovered the first
clear evidence of carbon dioxide in

the atmosphere of a planet
outside of our solar system 

=>   A potentially rocky world larger than Earth.
Using Subaru Telescope, Nasa has recently

discovered a super Earth exoplanet that orbits an
M-type star.

How long is 1 hour in space?
 

=>   The clocks in space tick more slowly than
clocks on Earth. One hour on Earth is 0.0026
seconds in space. Thus, upon calculation we
find that one hour on Earth is equivalent to

seven years in space.

HENCE COVERING LESS TIME AS
COMPARED TO EARTH IN THE SAME

DURATION. 





When astronauts blast off from the planet Mars, they leave behind
Mark Watney (Matt Damon), presumed dead after a fierce storm.
With only a meagre amount of supplies, the stranded visitor must

utilize his wits and spirit to find a way to survive on the hostile
planet. Meanwhile, back on Earth, members of NASA and a team of
international scientists work tirelessly to bring him home, while his

crew mates hatch their own plan for a daring rescue mission.
 

The Martian

Garv Bumtariya
Grade X

Sagan explores 15 billion years of cosmic evolution and the development
of science and civilization. He traces the origins of knowledge and the

scientific method, mixing science and philosophy, and speculates about
the future of science.

Cosmos-Carl Sagan

Krishna Kotecha
Grade X



Stars in the space ,
Earth with a beautiful face,
Jupiter with the large size,
Mercury with a sun bright,

Venus is the neighbour of earth,
Mars is the hottest from birth,
Saturn with its beauty of rings,
Uranus with too purple bling’s,

Neptune is the last planet,
Bus Still Earth is the best planet

-Maayra sagan
Grade VI



Oh! There it is black and dark  
With the shining and a peaceful mark

 No chaos, No human barks,
 It just goes dark and dark.
With no slaved relation ,
Without any depression ,
Beyond the imagination,

There is a nation.
Did you know what it is ?

It’s our space
 It is a maze

 We are at chase.

-Samrat Jain
Grade VI



Mars Orbiter Mission is India's first interplanetary
mission to planet Mars with an orbiter craft
designed to orbit Mars in an elliptical orbit. The
Mission is primarily technological mission
considering the critical mission operations and
stringent requirements on propulsion and other bus
systems of spacecraft.



The SpaceX Red Dragon was a 2011–2017 concept for using an
uncrewed modified SpaceX Dragon 2 for low-cost Mars lander missions
to be launched using Falcon Heavy rockets.

The primary objective of the initial Red Dragon mission was to test
techniques and technology to enter the Martian atmosphere with
equipment that a human crew could conceivably use. The series of Mars
missions were to be technology path finders for the much larger SpaceX
Mars colonization architecture that was announced in September 2016.
An additional suggested use for a mission called for a sample return
Mars rover to be delivered to the Martian surface.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SpaceX
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SpaceX_Dragon_2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Falcon_Heavy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atmospheric_entry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Martian_atmosphere
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interplanetary_Transport_System#SpaceX_tentative_calendar_for_Mars_missions
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sample_return
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars_rover




Let's make a
straw rocket

*Materials*: 
 

art sheet 
marker 

paper straw 
sellotape 
scissors 

 
 *Procedure*: 

Step : 1: Design your rocket
Step : 2: build your rocket
Step : 3: prepare your rocket for liftoff
Step : 4: Launch your rocket
three....two.....one.....zooom......, 

Thank you
Made by Vrund Narodiya 
Grade IV



Bread
Cucumber

Carrot 
Tomatoes

 

Ingredients Required

Nishi Chandravanshi
Grade V

Ingredients Required

Butter
Sugar
Milk

All Purpose Flour
Salt

Baking Powder
Chocolate of

choice

Vihhan Koradiya
Grade III



 Jensi Jasani
Grade III

Ingredients :  white
and dark chocolate
compound, whipped
cream, blue food
colour, decorative
chocolates and
sprinkle, marshmallow 

Firstly melt 200gm while chocolate with double bowl boiling
method then add two drops of blue food colour. 
Spread white chocolate in round piñata mould and freeze it.
 Slowly remove from the mold.
 Decorate round piñata with different shapes like star, moon, rocket
from whipped cream. 
Assemble icy planet in the plate, spread whipped cream around and
decorate with dark chocolate, balls, sprinkle.
Decorate stick with chocolate and marshmallow like rocket shape.

Recipe : 
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.



Arna Bambharoliya
Grade IV

 

Jolan Tank
Grade IV

 

Dushyant Padhiyar
Grade X



*Table Tennis*

Achievement in Sports
 

Het Thakar
Grade : X

 

2 times district level champion;
 

 

1 time school game district level champion

Top 4 in school games state level

Currently playing in state rankings



 
Won First prize in

 Podar International School
 Chess Tournament

Achievement in Sports

*Chess Tournament*

Hanshit Telikicherla
Grade : V



Puzzle
Connect the Dots



 Puzzle

(a) The planet which is farthest from the Sun is
____________ .(ennpetu)

 
(b) The planet which appears reddish in colour is

____________ .(asmr)
 

   (c) A group of stars that appear to form a
pattern in the sky is known as a ____________ .

(tnooslnlcteia)
 

  (d) A celestial body that revolves around a
planet is known as __________.(tsltaliee)

 
(e) Shooting stars are actually not ____________.

(rasts)
 

(f) Asteroids are found between the orbits of
_________ (smar) and _________ .(euiprjt)

Arrange the Jumbled Words


